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Defintions
 Closing Adjustments / Closing Accounts Mechanism:

– Under a Closing Accounts pricing mechanism, parties to the transaction agree on a ‘cash free, debt 
free’ price (“Enterprise Value”) which is then adjusted post-closing for the actual cash, debt and 
working capital (or some other measure, e.g., net assets) in the target business as of the Closing 
Date. In order to be able to determine these final price adjustments to Enterprise Value, Closing 
Accounts are drawn up and the adjustments are calculated based on the definitions and 
mechanisms set out in the purchase agreement and then subsequently negotiated and settled 
between the parties.

 Locked Box Mechanism:

– A Locked Box deal in its simplest form is a fixed price deal. The Locked Box is the name given to a 
closing mechanism whereby Equity Price is fixed in the purchase agreement at signing, calculated 
based on an historical balance sheet (the “Locked Box Balance Sheet”) at a pre-signing date (the 
“Locked Box Date”). This fixed price for the shares of the Target business is negotiated based on the 
Locked Box Balance Sheet. As cash, debt and working capital are known amounts at the Locked 
Box Date, the final adjusted price (Equity Value) is agreed between the parties and written into the 
purchase agreement. Protection against Leakage of value from the target business between the 
Locked Box Date and Closing is provided by the Seller through representations and warranties 
written into the purchase agreement, usually supported by an indemnity. No Closing Accounts are 
required and therefore no adjustment is made to price after the Closing Date (subject to Leakage 
review).



Definitions (cont’d.)
 Leakage:

– Leakage comprises any form of value extraction from the target business between the Locked Box Date 
and Closing that benefits the Seller. For example this could include dividends (whether actual or 
deemed), management fees, transfer of assets at below market-value prices and the waiver of amounts 
owed/liabilities. Permitted Leakage comprises any Leakage that is agreed between the parties and 
specified in the purchase agreement prior to signing. Permitted Leakage may or may not result in a 
reduction to price. For example, a dividend paid to the Seller after the Locked Box Date will result in a 
reduction to price, whereas salary payments made in the ordinary course of business to employees 
should not impact price.

 Leakage Warranty and Indemnity:

– In order for a Buyer to be able to accept this concept of fixing a price for the shares based on an 
historical balance sheet, the Buyer often requires a warranty representing that no Leakage has 
occurred since the Locked Box Date and this warranty should run to the Closing Date. This warranty is 
often backed up by an indemnity such that the Seller will reimburse the Buyer for any Leakage that 
occurs on a $ for $ basis. Permitted Leakage is carved out of the definition of Leakage; therefore, it is 
imperative that the Seller schedules out the items of Permitted Leakage in as much detail as possible 
(payee, amount, timing) so the items can be priced accordingly.

– The purchase agreement typically sets out a time period post-Closing during which the Buyer can 
diligence the books and records of the target business to identify and claim for any Leakage that may 
have occurred. It should be noted that Leakage claims should be carved out of the deminimis and 
maximum thresholds applied to the general representations, warranties and indemnifications.



Definitions (cont’d.)
 Economic Risk Transfer:

– Under a Locked Box approach, economic exposure (benefit and risk) to the target effectively 
transfers from the Seller to the Buyer as of the locked box date; however, under the Closing 
Accounts approach, the economic exposure to the target effectively transfers from the Seller to the 
Buyer at the closing.

 Risk / Benefit of Trading:

– Under a Locked Box approach, given that economic interest effectively passes to the Buyer as of 
the Locked Box Date, the Buyer has the benefit of the cash profits generated by the business from 
that date, but also has the risk of any decline in the business from the date. In contrast, the Seller 
incurs an opportunity cost as they do not receive payment at the Locked Box Date but instead 
receives payment at Closing; however, the Seller is protected from any downside following the 
Locked Box Date (unless the Buyer is able to back-out from the deal without incurring any break-up 
fee or other penalty).  Under a Closing Accounts approach, the Seller bears the full risk and benefit 
of the business’s operations through the Closing Date, and similarly the Buyer does not receive any 
benefit or assume any risk until the Closing Date. 

 Warranty Protection:

– Representations and warranties of the Buyer and the Seller to one another, which set forth the basic 
assurances of a party that certain facts are true and may be relied upon when entering into the 
transaction.



Definitions (cont’d.)
 Gap Controls:

– Gap controls, or covenants on the Seller to ensure that during the gap period (period between 
signing and closing) the target conducts its business in the ordinary course and does not undertake 
certain actions without the Buyer's consent, are almost always required by Buyers under Closing 
Accounts deals. There is a tension between the Seller wanting to get on with business during the 
gap period, particularly if there is a real chance that the deal will fall over, and the Buyer wanting a 
say on material decisions affecting the business. These considerations will be heightened under a 
locked box deal, owing to the Seller's agency issue; however, lengthy negotiations on gap controls 
will erode to some extent the benefit under a locked box mechanism of avoiding lengthy negotiations 
on completion accounts provisions.
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Topic Panelist Discussion 
Duration 

Introduction Susan Greenspon 5 minutes
• Non-legal  issues

Structure considerations-JV v. Acquisition Frank Jaehnert
Matthew Heinz 

10 minutes

Reps and Warranties Insurance Frank Jaehnert
Matthew Heinz 

10 minutes

Culture Frank Jaehnert
Susan Greenspon 
Paul McNichols 
Kerry Dustin 

10 minutes

Buy-side risk protection

• Are you prepared to do a deal without all 
of the following: a MAC condition, a 
financing condition and a rep and 
warranty compliance CP at closing? 

Paul McNichols, Susan 
Greenspon, Kerry Dustin 

10 minutes

• How would you protect yourself if the 
seller serves up a “locked box” structure 
with no closing adjustments? 

Paul McNichols 10 minutes

• What is market for data room disclosure 
rep and warranties? 

Scott Sonnenblick,  Susan 
Greenspon 

10 minutes

Sell-side risk protection

• As a seller, can I disclose the data room 
generally/in full? 

Susan Greenspon, Paul 
McNichols, Scott 
Sonnenblick 

10 minutes

• What are the current developments with 
rep and warranty insurance? 

Kerry Dustin, Susan 
Greenspon 

10 minutes

• As a seller, can I get de minimis and a 
deductible protection? What is market 
for the typical liability cap? 

Susan Greenspon, Paul 
McNichols Scott 
Sonnenblick 

15 minutes

• How far does “Seller knowledge” 
typically extend?  How common is anti-
sandbagging protection? 

Paul McNichols, Scott 
Sonnenblick, Susan 
Greenspon 

10 minutes 

•

• Critical Non-legal protections Kerry Dustin, Frank 
Jaehnert 

20 minutes

Key Takeaways
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